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1 Executive Summary 
Formal methods tools have been shown to be effective at finding defects in safety-critical digital systems 
including avionics systems. The publication of DO-178C and the accompanying formal methods 
supplement DO-333 allows applicants to obtain certification credit for the use of formal methods 
without justification as an alternative method. 
However, there are still many issues that must be addressed before formal verification tools can be 
injected into the design process for digital avionics systems. For example, DO-333 identifies three 
categories of formal methods tools: theorem provers, model checkers, and abstract interpretation tools. 
Most developers of avionics systems are unfamiliar with even the basic notions of formal verification, 
much less which tools are most appropriate for different problem domains. Different levels of expertise 
and skills will have to be mastered to use these tools effectively. DO-333 also requires applicants to 
provide evidence of soundness for any formal method to be used; i.e., that it will never provide 
unwarranted confidence. Constructing a soundness argument is not something most practicing 
engineers understand. Finally, DO-178C requires that a tool used to meet DO-178C objectives be 
qualified in accordance with the tool qualification document DO-330. While formal verification tools 
only need to meet the objectives for the lower qualification levels (TQL-4 or TQL-5), it is not 
unreasonable to expect their qualification to pose unique challenges. 
In this project we have accomplished the following tasks related to qualification of formal methods 
tools:  
1. Investigate the assurances that are necessary and appropriate to justify the application of 
formal methods tools throughout all phases of design in real safety-critical settings. 
2. Produce practical examples of how to qualify formal verification tools in each of the three 
categories identified in DO-333. 
3. Explore alternative approaches to the qualification of formal methods tools. 
We have conducted an extensive study of existing formal methods tools, identifying obstacles to their 
qualification and proposing mitigations for those obstacles. We have produced a qualification plan for 
an open source formal verification tool, the Kind 2 model checker. We have investigated the feasibility 
of independently verifying tool outputs through the generation of proof certificates which are then 
verified by an independent certificate checking tool that verifies them. Finally, we have investigated the 
feasibility of qualifying this proof certificate checker in lieu of qualifying the model checker itself.
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2 Introduction 
Civilian aircraft must undergo a rigorous certification process to establish their airworthiness.  
Airworthiness is a measure of an aircraft’s suitability to operate safely in its intended environment, the 
National Airspace System (NAS). Certification encompasses the entire aircraft and all of its components. 
This includes the engines, the airframe, the landing and taxi systems, and flight deck display systems, to 
name a few. Guidelines for developing certifiable aircraft are provided in APR4754A: Guidelines for 
Development of Civil Aircraft and Systems [1]. Similarly, guidance for addressing aspects of safety in 
civilian aircraft are provided in ARP4761: Guidelines and Methods for Conducting the Safety Assessment 
Process on Civil Airborne Systems and Equipment [2]. Together these documents provide guidance for 
developing safe and trustworthy civilian aircraft that can fly in the NAS. However, they only address the 
aircraft and its components at the system level. They do not provide guidance on the hardware and 
software aspects of an avionics system. Instead, prospective applicants are instructed to consider 
additional documents detailing the aspects of software and hardware separately. For hardware, the 
appropriate document is Design Assurance Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware [3], also known as 
DO-254. For software, the document is Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment 
Certification [4], also known as DO-178C. The document tree for civilian avionics certifications is shown 
in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 - Civilian Avionics Certification Overview 
DO-178C defines a rigorous software development process that requires the applicant to develop 
requirements, design and architecture, source code, object code, and test cases and procedures. These 
artifacts must satisfy a set of objectives related to their accuracy, traceability, and verification. Many of 
these objectives have been evaluated through a process of manual review; software stakeholders 
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visually inspect the artifacts to establish that the requisite DO-178C objectives were met. Increasing 
software complexity has led to the use of software tools to assist in satisfying these objectives. 
However, when using a tool to satisfy objectives, it must be established that the tool itself is 
trustworthy. This can be established by manually reviewing the tool’s output, which might be feasible 
for a test case generation tool.  If the output of the tool is not independently verified, then the tool must 
be qualified. Qualification is the process by which a software tool is deemed trustworthy. Guidance for 
qualifying tools is provided in DO-330: Software Tool Qualification Considerations [5]. In a process 
similar to DO-178C, this document outlines a set of activities for establishing that a software tool can be 
trusted to carry out its mission in the software development process. 
As software complexity has grown, the avionics community has also turned to emergent technologies to 
mitigate the high cost of modern software development. In fact, the release of DO-178C also provided 
guidance on the use of these emergent technologies in DO-178C. This guidance comes in the form of 
technology supplements. These supplements interpret the guidance in DO-178C through the lens of the 
prospective technology. These supplements address model based development, object oriented 
technology, and formal methods. This project focuses on the use of formal methods tools. Guidance for 
their usage is provided in DO-333: Formal Methods Supplement to DO-178C and DO-278A [6].  
Prior NASA-sponsored work entitled Formal Methods Case Studies for DO-333 [7] described in detail 
how one might use formal methods tools to satisfy DO-178C objectives. The focus of the current project 
is to extend that work by thoroughly exploring the issues surrounding the qualification of formal 
methods tools. It seeks to interpret the guidance of DO-333 and DO-330 and provide critical feedback to 
the avionics community on how to qualify formal methods tools.  
2.1 Intended Reader 
This report is intended for 
1. software developers and prospective certification applicants who may wish to qualify formal 
methods tools in a DO-178C software development process,  
2. formal methods tool developers who wish build robust formal methods tools to be used in the 
avionics industry, and  
3. practicing certification experts who will be expected to evaluate formal methods based 
certifications.  
It is hoped that the concepts and experiences documented in this report will provide insight into the DO-
330 and DO-333 guidance.  
It is recommended that the reader has a general familiarity with the DO-178C software development 
process, including the required artifacts to be developed. It is also recommended that the reader is 
familiar with at least one of the following classes of formal methods tools: model checking, theorem 
proving, or abstract interpretation. 
2.2 Overview of Project Activities 
The purpose of this project is to thoroughly investigate the qualification of formal methods tools. The 
first activity focused on organizing an event to engage the certification and formal methods 
communities to discuss qualification of formal methods tools. This event, a Dagstuhl Seminar, focused 
on providing a broad overview of the certification processes to the formal methods community. Further, 
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participants provided experience reports on past formal methods qualifications within various 
industries, such as rail, nuclear, and automotive industries. Lastly, the entire group discussed non-
standard approaches to qualification, including the use of qualified tools to check the results of 
unqualified tools. 
Next, the project addressed the general issue of trust in formal methods tools. The Tool Assurance Study 
provides a broad overview of potential trust issues in formal methods tools. It identifies issues with 
formal methods tools in general and then identifies issues in trust specific to each class of formal 
methods tool. This document will be useful to prospective users of formal methods tools to help 
understand the roles of the tool developer and tool user in obtaining trustworthy results from a formal 
methods tool. 
The remainder of work on the project focuses on the interpretation of the DO-330 qualification 
guidance as it applies to formal methods tools. First, the Mitigation Strategies activity performed a 
review of the tool qualification objectives anticipated for formal methods tools. This is covered in detail 
in Section 3.3.1, but broadly stated, it is anticipated that formal methods tools are much more likely to 
be used for verification rather than software development.  As such, the requirements for their 
qualification are lower than they would be for tools used to produce airborne software. The Mitigation 
Strategies task performs an overview of each qualification objective and highlights concerns regarding 
unique challenges to meeting that objective for a formal methods tool. Additionally, for some 
objectives, the authors provide recommended practices for qualifying formal methods tools. This 
activity and the associated document provide an overview of the qualification of formal methods tools 
and can be used as a primer for those seeking to qualify tools within their own DO-178C software 
development process. 
Next, three representative tool qualification plans were produced. These plans outline the required 
activities necessary to qualify a representative tool for each class of formal methods. The selected tools 
are Kind 2 [8] [9] (model checking), PVS [10] (theorem proving), and the Frama-C [11] Value Analysis 
Plug-in [12] (abstract interpretation). These tool plans can serve as case studies. They walk through the 
qualification activities and provide discussion on areas of particular interest for each specific tool. 
Further, they provide labor estimates for fully qualifying their respective tools. These case studies will 
provide useful information to tool users, tool developers, and certification experts, on interesting 
aspects of qualifying formal methods tools. 
Finally, two competing approaches for qualifying an open source model checker, Kind 2, are provided. 
The first approach is a straightforward qualification of Kind 2 itself, while the second approach is based 
on using a proof-checking tool to evaluate the results of the outputs produced by Kind 2. On the project, 
Kind 2 was modified to emit a proof certificate that captures the deductive steps used to determine 
whether or not a property is valid. This proof certificate can be checked by a separate tool to validate 
Kind 2’s results. The proof checking tool is named Check-It, and it is an instantiation of the Logical 
Framework with Side Conditions (LFSC) proof checking framework. Check-It can examine the proof 
certificate emitted by Kind 2, and evaluate whether Kind 2’s results are trustworthy. Essentially, Check-It 
reviews Kind 2’s outputs, much like a human might review the output of a source code generator. These 
two competing approaches are provided so that they can be compared, with conclusions drawn about 
the efficacy of the proof-based approach within the DO-178C methodology.  
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3 Background 
This section provides background information on the organization and content within the DO-178C 
family of documents. It also introduces the use of software tools and the process for establishing trust in 
them, termed qualification.  
3.1 Aircraft Certification 
Certification is the process for establishing that an aircraft can be trusted to operate safely in the 
National Airspace System. Certification is governed in the U.S. by the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA). Technically speaking, certification applies to the entire aircraft, its subsystems, and its specific 
configuration. This means that certification is not really modular. A software function or component 
cannot be modified without revisiting its impact on the entire aircraft, and considering whether or not 
that change is appropriate within the context of an aircraft configuration. This is a critical concept and it 
is pervasive throughout the civil aviation certification guidance standards. 
3.2 DO-178C and Related Documents 
DO-178C provides guidance for the software aspects of aircraft certification. Restated, if an aircraft 
component contains software then the certification requirements pertaining to the software can be 
satisfied by following the guidance provided in DO-178C. Similarly, DO-278A: Software Integrity 
Assurance Considerations for Communication, Navigation, Surveillance and Air Traffic Management 
(CNS/ATM) Systems [13] provides guidance for software development processes for software aspects of 
certification for ground-based systems, such as air traffic control systems. 
In practice, DO-178C describes a software development process that when followed, will produce 
certifiable software. DO-178C identifies a set of planning, development, and verification objectives as 
part of its processes. It describes a series of software development artifacts including high-level 
requirements, low-level requirements (consisting of software design and architecture), source code, and 
object code. Each artifact must then be shown to satisfy a series of objectives related to the correctness 
of the artifact, suitability with respect to the hardware that it is executed on, and compliance with and 
traceability to previous artifacts. Finally, it requires the use of testing to verify that the object code 
complies with all of the requirements. Figure 2 provides an overview of the artifacts, development 
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objectives (lines colored in black), and verification objectives for each artifact (blue, green, purple, red, 
and orange lines). 
 
Figure 2 - DO-178C Overview 
Figure 2 outlines the objectives required for the most critical avionics software, Level A. As the software 
criticality level decreases, so do the required objectives to be satisfied. DO-178C identifies five software 
levels based on the impact of a software failure on the overall aircraft function. Table 1 defines the five 





Objectives Impact on Aircraft Operations 
A 71 A failure in the software could cause or contribute to a system failure resulting in multiple fatalities and/or loss of the aircraft. 
B 69 
A failure in the software could cause or contribute to a system failure 
that causes: 
• Large reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities 
• Physical distress and excessive workload such that the crew 
cannot be relied upon to perform their tasks accurately or 
completely 
• Serious or fatal injury to a relatively small number of occupants 
other than the flight crew. 
C 62 
A failure in the software could cause or contribute to a system failure 
that causes a reduction in the capability of the airplane or ability of the 
crew to cope with adverse operating conditions. This includes: 
• Significant reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities 
• Significant increase in crew workloads or discomfort to flight 
crew 
• Physical distress of passengers or crew, possibly resulting in 
injuries 
D 26 
A failure in the software could cause or contribute to a system failure 
that does not significantly reduce airplane safety and which involves 
crew actions that are well within their capabilities. This includes: 
• Slight reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities 
• Slight increase in crew workload 
• Some physical discomfort to passengers 
E 0 No impact. 
Table 1 - DO-178C Software Levels 
Depending on the associated software level, the process can be very rigorous (Level A) or non-existent 
(Level E). As aircraft have increasingly relied on software to perform more complex tasks, the costs 
associated with certifying software have risen. As a result, the community has turned towards several 
emergent technologies, implemented by software tools, to mitigate complexity and cost increases 
associated with certification. These emergent technologies are addressed in a set of supplements to DO-
178C. The first, DO-331: Model-Based Development and Verification Supplement to DO-178C and DO-
278A [14] provides guidance on the usage of model-based development tools. DO-332: Object-Oriented 
Technology and Related Techniques Supplement to DO-178C and DO-278A [15] provides guidance on the 
usage of object oriented programming and related techniques. DO-333: Formal Methods Supplement to 
DO-178C and DO-278A [6] addresses the use of formal methods.  
These technologies are implemented in the form of software tools that help perform various aspects of 
software development and verification. When a software tool is used to satisfy objectives of DO-178C, 
then it must be qualified. This project is focused on the qualification process. The process for qualifying 
tools is addressed in DO-330: Software Tool Qualification Considerations [5]. 
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Figure 3 shows the DO-178C family of documents. 
 
Figure 3 - DO-178C Document Tree 
3.3 The Role of Tools and Qualification 
Tools are ubiquitous in modern avionics software development efforts. Requirements management 
tools such as IBM® Rational® DOORS®, model-based development environments such as Simulink®, and 
compilers such as GCC have all been successfully used in DO-178C compliant software development 
processes. When a tool is used to satisfy DO-178C certification objectives its outputs must either be 
manually reviewed or the tool itself must undergo a process to establish its suitability for meeting the 
claimed objectives. This process is known as qualification. Formal methods tools provide the unique 
capability to be able to reason about airborne software. In most situations, a formal methods tool can 
provide a much stronger argument for the correctness of software. As for other tools, when a formal 
methods tool is used, its outputs must either be reviewed to ensure its results are correct and 
trustworthy, or the tool itself must be qualified. However, many formal methods tools either do not 
provide any reviewable output at all, or provide complicated output that cannot be reliably reviewed by 
a human being. As such, qualification of a tool is required. 
DO-330 outlines a process by which one can evaluate a tool’s suitability for satisfying DO-178C 
objectives it claims to automate, reduce, or eliminate. This qualification process is similar to the 
certification process defined in DO-178C. Qualification amounts to accomplishing a set of activities with 
corresponding objectives to: 
• Identify which DO-178C objectives the tool is being used to automate, reduce, or eliminate 
• Specify which functions of the tool are being relied upon 
• Create a set of test cases or analyses that demonstrate that the tool performs correctly.  
As in certification, there are varying levels of rigor associated with tool qualification. The rigor of a tool’s 
qualification efforts is dictated by the tool’s impact on the software development process. 
3.3.1 Determining the Tool Qualification Level 
The tool qualification level (TQL), similar to the software level in DO-178C, defines the level of rigor 
required by the qualification process. Tool Qualification Level (TQL) 1 is the most rigorous, while TQL-5 is 
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the least rigorous. Three criteria are defined in DO-178C to determine the impact of an error in the tool 
on the overall software development process. Table 2 identifies the three criteria for a software tool. 
Tool Criterion Impact of Tool 
Criterion 1 A tool whose output is part of the airborne software and thus could insert an error. 
Criterion 2 
A tool that automates verification processes and thus could fail to detect an 
error, and whose output is used to justify the elimination or reduction of: 
• Verification processes other than those automated by the tool. 
• Development processes that could have an impact on the airborne 
software. 
Criterion 3 A tool that, within the scope of its intended use, could fail to detect an error. 
Table 2 - Defining a Tool's Criterion 
Given the nature of formal methods tools, it is expected that they will be used in a verification context 
within the DO-178C software development process. Thus, it is expected that formal methods tools will 
fall into either Criterion 2 or Criterion 3. That is, they will not be used to produce airborne software, but 
used to verify that the airborne software is correct. The distinction between Criterion 2 and Criterion 3 
depends on which processes the tool is being used to automate, reduce, or eliminate. For example, if an 
abstract interpretation tool concludes that division-by-zero cannot occur in a piece of airborne software, 
and this is used to partially satisfy DO-178C objectives related to the accuracy and consistency of the 
source code artifact (Objective A-5.6), then the tool is Criterion 3. However, if those results are then 
used as a justification to reduce robustness testing related to division-by-zero in the object code testing 
(Objectives A-6.2 and A-6.4), the tool becomes a Criterion 2 tool. An official rule of thumb is that when a 
tool addresses objectives from multiple tables of DO-178C, it is potentially a Criterion 2 tool. 
The TQL is determined by using DO-178C Table 12-1, which is reproduced below in Table 3, and cross-





1 2 3 
A TQL-1 TQL-4 TQL-5 
B TQL-2 TQL-4 TQL-5 
C TQL-3 TQL-5 TQL-5 
D TQL-4 TQL-5 TQL-5 
Table 3 - Tool Qualification Level Determination 
For example, if one wanted to qualify a compiler for use on level C software, one would have to 
determine its tool criterion (since it produces airborne software, it is criterion 1) and then use Table 3 to 
determine that it would be a TQL-3 qualification effort. Since it is expected that formal methods tools 
will only be used as criterion 2 or 3 tools, it is anticipated that they will need to be qualified as either 
TQL-4 or TQL-5 tools.  
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3.3.2 DO-330 and Tool Qualification Objectives 
Once the required TQL is determined, one can then use the document to identify the relevant tool 
qualification objectives. DO-330 is organized such that objectives relating to a specific portion of the 
tool’s operational and development processes are grouped together in tables. For example, Table T-0 
captures objectives related how the tool is used within the context of the larger software development 
effort, also known as the tool’s operational processes. Tables T-1 through T-7 address tool planning, 
design, development, integration, and verification. Tables T-8, T-9, and T-10 address configuration 
management of the tool, the role of quality assurance, and identification of the tool in the larger aircraft 
certification effort respectively.  
Shown below in Table 4 are the set of objectives required for TQL-4 and TQL-5 qualifications, which are 
the anticipated levels for formal methods tools. 
DO-330 Table TQL-4 (24) TQL-5 (14) 
T-0: Tool Operational Processes 4 1,2,3,5,6,7 
T-1: Tool Planning Processes 1,4  
T-2: Tool Development Processes 1,2,3,7,8  
T-3: Verification of Outputs of Tool Requirements Process 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9  
T-4: Verification of Outputs of Tool Design Process 10  
T-5: Verification of Outputs of Tool Coding & Integration Process   
T-6: Testing of Output of Integration Process 1,2  
T-7: Verification of Outputs of Tool Testing 2,3  
T-8: Tool Configuration Management 2,3,5 1,4 
T-9: Tool Quality Assurance Process  2,5 
T-10: Tool Qualification Liaison Process  1,2,3,4 
Table 4 - TQL-4 and TQL-5 Qualification Objectives 
The qualification objectives for a particular TQL are cumulative. It includes all of the objectives for the 
selected TQL and the objectives for all the levels below it. For example, in a TQL-4 qualification, the 
applicant is expected to satisfy the stated 24 objectives for as TQL-4 qualification, and also the 14 
objectives for TQL-5, for a total of 38. 
From Table 4 one can observe that a TQL-5 qualification is relatively simple. The applicant must identify 
how the tool is used within the software development process, identify the tool’s operational 
requirements, and demonstrate that the tool satisfies those requirements. This is an important point. 
Qualifications, much like certifications, are performed in the context of the aircraft development effort 
in which they are applied. This means that certain tool functions may not be utilized or addressed in a 
qualification. For example, qualification of a code generator may only consider a subset of the legal 
input for the source language; qualification of a model checker may only cover variables of primitive 
input types and choose to ignore composite types such as arrays, records, and tuple types. The context 
of the tool’s usage, and verification that the tool operates correctly within that context, is always 
required. In the case of TQL-5 qualifications, it is all that is required, in addition to the activities of tables 
T-8, T-9, T-10. 
TQL-4 qualifications represent a significant increase in effort because they require the applicant to 
produce artifacts from the software development process of the tool itself. This may include tool 
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planning documentation, tool requirements, tool test cases and procedures, and tool testing results. The 
result is that TQL-4 qualifications require insight into how the tool was built. If a tool was built by a third 
party, TQL-4 and above qualifications are not achievable without artifacts provided by the tool 
developer. Depending on the history of the tool, this may be difficult, or impossible, to obtain. 
Once the proper TQL is selected and the objectives have been identified, qualification is simply a matter 
of demonstrating that each objective is satisfied. Part of this project’s goals is to enable the reader to 
successfully identify a tool’s criterion, select a TQL, and satisfy the anticipated tool qualification 
objectives for a formal methods tool.  
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4 Dagstuhl Seminar on Qualification of Formal Methods Tools 
Schloss Dagstuhl is a venue for computer scientists to meet and discuss interesting problems relevant to 
academia and industry. This project helped to organize a Dagstuhl seminar to discuss the problems 
relevant to the qualification of formal methods tools. Attendees included both developers of formal 
methods tools and experienced practitioners of the DO-178C development process.  
4.1 Scope and Purpose 
The seminar, held April 26-29, 2015 in Dagstuhl, Germany,  covered the following topics: 
• Provided a broad overview of the DO-178C and DO-330 tool qualification guidance for the 
benefit of formal methods tool users and developers in attendance, 
• Highlighted more general issues relating to the trust of formal methods tools, 
• Presented a series of experience reports on past formal method tool qualifications in the 
avionics, rail, nuclear, and automotive industries, 
• Presented and discussed the similarities and differences in tool qualification standards across 
industries, 
• Identified and discussed nontraditional approaches to tool qualification, for example, the use of 
a qualified tool to check the results of an unqualified tool, 
• Discussed several large formal methods projects, including the CompCert verified compiler, the 
verification of the seL4 microkernel, and the obstacles to tool qualification. 
4.2 Seminar Activities 
Due to the diverse background and job functions of the attendees, the first day of the seminar was 
geared to provide a detailed introduction to qualification under the guidance provided by DO-178C and 
DO-330. Darren Cofer gave a presentation entitled Are you Qualified for this Position? that provided 
background in the specifics of the qualification process including how to determine the need for tool 
qualification, how to determine the tool criterion for a given tool and usage, and how to select the 
appropriate tool qualification level. These concepts were reinforced by a presentation by Lucas Wagner 
that illustrated a past qualification effort for a test case generation tool. Finally, Konrad Slind introduced 
the notion of the trust proposition and addressed the general concerns of trusting a formal methods 
tool.  
The second day of the seminar focused on experience reports in the qualification of formal methods 
tools in the avionics industry, and other industries such as rail and nuclear. Matteo Bordin (Qualification 
of Formal Methods Tools and Tool Qualification with Formal Methods) described an effort at AdaCore to 
qualify an abstract interpretation tool (CodePeer) and a formal verification tool (SPARK) for DO-178 
development efforts. Remi Delmas presented work completed in the rail domain to qualify SAT-based 
tools (Sharing experience on SAT-based formal verification toolchain qualification in the railway domain). 
Werner Schuetz also discussed work done to qualify tools under the railway standard EN50128, in his 
talk entitled Tool Qualification in the Railway Domain. Alain Mebsout presented work performed on this 
project in his talk entitled Certificates for the Qualification of the Model Checker Kind 2. Mark Lawford 
presented his work on the use of PVS to verify a nuclear shutdown system, entitled Qualification of PVS 
for Systematic Design Verification of a Nuclear Shutdown System. Markus Pister talked about the tool 
qualification strategy employed by AbsInt, developers of abstract interpretation based tools for 
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reasoning about source code, stack usage of a program, and worst-case execution time. This talk was 
titled Tool Qualification Strategy for Abstract Interpretation based static analysis tools. 
There was also significant discussion surrounding a presentation by Xavier LeRoy on the CompCert [16] 
compiler. CompCert produces a proof of equivalence between C source code and the resulting 
executable object code using the Coq [17] theorem prover. The participants struggled with what 
certification credit might be obtained through the use of this compiler and what sort of qualification 
might be required. Part of the problem is that DO-178C does not include certification objectives related 
to code compilation since it is focused on testing of the executable object code. Therefore there is no 
real need for qualification of a compiler.  
On the third day a presentation was given by June Andronick, employee at NICTA, entitled Please check 
my 500k LOC of Isabelle. This talk focused on work completed to verify the seL4 [18] microkernel using 
the Isabelle HOL [19] theorem prover. This was a major focus of discussion as it was unclear how to 
leverage the work done by NICTA/Data61 to verify the kernel and qualify the tools used to perform the 
verification. This presentation illustrated the fact that is very difficult to add certification (and 
qualification) considerations into software and tools after the fact. In general, these considerations need 
to be addressed during the design of the software or tool. 
4.3 Conclusions 
Overall the seminar was a success. It brought together prominent researchers from the formal methods 
community and knowledgeable practitioners of DO-178C development processes to engage in 
meaningful discussions of the specifics of qualification as required by DO-330. Of particular value to this 
effort was engaging in the discussion with DO-178C/DO-330 experts to understand some of the finer 
points of tool qualification. 





5 Tool Assurance Study 
Formal analysis tools are already used throughout industry as bug-finding tools. For example, Polyspace 
Bug Finder™ [20], a tool based on abstract interpretation, is used in the avionics and automotive 
industries to identify potential run-time errors in source code artifacts. Another tool, Simulink Design 
Verifier™ [21], which is based on model checking, can be used to identify errors in Simulink and 
Stateflow models.  
If a formal methods tool is used only for bug detection, it does not need to be qualified. This is because 
it is not being used to prove the correctness of an artifact. Instead, it is only used to improve the 
developer’s confidence by identifying defects or suggesting the artifact is free from defects. This project 
addresses the usage of formal methods tools to obtain certification credit. As such, certifications based 
on formal methods are relying on the tools to provide accurate and valid results from reasoning. While 
there is a process for establishing trust in a tool in the avionics industry, namely, qualification, there is a 
related but more general question of whether or not a tool and its results can be trusted. Qualification is 
an indication of the trustworthiness of a tool, but it is more pragmatic than the general question of 
trust. For a formal methods tool, the answer to this question often relies both on actions by the 
developer and the user. 
The Tool Assurance Study activity is focused on answering the general question of whether a formal 
methods tool can be trusted. It also provides a systematic mechanism for evaluating whether or not a 
tool and the results it produces are trustworthy. 
5.1 Scope and Purpose 
The purpose of the Tool Assurance Study is to provide a systematic approach to evaluating the 
trustworthiness of formal methods tools. In addition, it aims to examine past and present trust issues 
inherent in existing tools to provide insight into how the issues manifest themselves. 
The study focuses on formal methods tools and then examines specific instances of the three main 
classes of formal methods tools: model checking, theorem proving, and abstract interpretation. The 
study does not concern the usage of SMT solvers as standalone tools. However, the use of such tools is 
considered within the context of a theorem proving or model checking tool, for which they are 
frequently packaged. 
This study does not address issues related to the trust of tools in general. For example, it does not 
address whether or not the compiler produces a trusted binary. Those issues are addressed in the field 
of information security and as such, are not addressed here. 
5.2 Key Findings 
The Tool Assurance Study defines the notion of the trust proposition. The trust proposition is the 
collection of evidence required to demonstrate that a formal methods tool provides trustworthy results. 
There are four characteristics of formal methods tools that contribute to the trustworthiness of their 
results. These characteristics are: 
• the theoretical basis for the analysis approach, 
• the accuracy and correctness of the implementation 
• the accuracy of the artifact formalization 
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• the accuracy of the specification 
The first characteristic refers to the theoretical foundations on which the formal analysis is based upon. 
For example, for a model checking tool, such as Kind 2, it may reference the scientific literature to 
establish the theoretical basis for bounded model checking [22], k-induction [23], and property directed 
reachability [24] [25]. The trust basis for a formal methods tool’s theoretical approach is built upon peer 
reviewed publication describing the approach. 
The second characteristic refers to the correctness of the implementation of the tool’s theoretical 
approach. This is focused on the details of building the tool that can contribute to the tool providing 
incorrect results. Some factors that might introduce errors in the implementation are incorrect library 
usage, translations that do not preserve semantics, and the correctness of parallelization algorithms, to 
name a few. 
While the theoretical approach and accuracy of the tool’s implementation are attributed to the tool’s 
developer, the remaining two characteristics are attributed to the tool user. The next concern is 
whether or not the artifact being analyzed, the formal model, is a correct and faithful representation of 
the problem being analyzed. Often tools are used to translate from one format that is useful in a 
development capacity, to another format that is useful in a verification capacity. When such tools are 
used one must be sure that the semantics of the original artifact are preserved in the verification 
artifact. In other situations, a verification artifact might be manually created. In this case, it is important 
for the formalized artifact to be thoroughly reviewed to ensure it is a correct and faithful representation 
of the artifact it represents. 
In addition to incorrect formalizations, it is also important to address limitations of the formalization. 
For example, Kind 2 models integers and operations over them using infinite precision variables. This 
means that the overflow and underflow behaviors associated with modular integer arithmetic are not 
modeled or analyzed using the tool. If overflow and underflow are a concern the user must either 
update the formal artifact to represent modular integer arithmetic accurately, or it must be identified as 
a gap in the formal analysis. 
Finally, we address the correctness of the formal specification or property that is being used to verify 
the artifact of interest. Given the complicated nature of the logics often implemented in formal methods 
tools it can be difficult to understand when a property is incorrect, especially with respect to the 
boundary conditions of the property. This responsibility falls on the user. Some tools, such as abstract 
interpretation tools, emit properties based on the structure of the model. For example, it may emit a 
property that the divisor of every division operator is not equal to zero, to identify potential runtime 
errors. The responsibility for correctly generating these types of specifications falls on the tool 
developer. 
The study addresses each class of formal methods tool directly and elaborates on the trust proposition 
for each. The mechanisms used for each tool may amplify or attenuate concerns in each. For example, 
for model checking tools, users typically generate specifications manually. In large efforts requiring 
accurate results, it is wise to engage in a peer review process to ensure these are correct. However, in 
abstract interpretation tools, specifications may be generated automatically by the tool, and thus the 
concern for human introduced errors is less. 
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5.3 Conclusions 
This activity presented a systematic approach for identifying the various components of trust in formal 
methods tools, highlighting the various aspects of formal methods tools that could contribute to the 
production of incorrect results. Incorrect results can be produced by errors in the mathematical basis of 
the tool, errors in the tool implementation, or by misunderstandings on the part of the user when 
creating a formalization or specification. In the report, we have provided examples of issues in existing 
tools to illustrate what can go wrong. 
The conclusion from this activity is that formal methods tools provide a high degree of assurance. 
However, it can be difficult to ensure they are designed, implemented, and used correctly. From the 
perspective of certification, therefore, it is important to know the tool’s capabilities and potential 
defects so that they may be mitigated. The Tool Assurance Study confirms both the need for a firm 
understanding of the logical and algorithmic basis of the tool and, of equal importance, the need for 
good software engineering practices in the production and ongoing development and maintenance of 
the tool. 
The full report is available as a companion document, entitled Tool Assurance Study. 
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6 Mitigation Strategies 
Qualification of tools is not a new concept. DO-178B introduced the process of tool qualification. It 
made the distinction between development tools and verification tools. The former requiring the rigors 
of a DO-178B-like process for the tool itself, and the latter requiring a process similar to that of DO-330 
TQL-5 type qualifications. The revision from DO-178B to DO-178C introduced more rigorous guidance for 
tool qualification. It created a stand-alone document, DO-330, to defining the process of tool 
qualification, with the intention that this document could be used in other industries. 
In addition to improved guidance on tool qualification, guidance was provided to identify acceptable 
usage of formal methods tools. This new guidance presents an opportunity for the avionics community 
to use formal methods tools to reason about software development artifacts and satisfy certification 
objectives based on those results. 
Qualification of tools is well understood. However, qualification of formal methods tools, and potential 
difficulties in meeting the qualification objectives for them, is relatively unstudied. This activity seeks to 
improve understanding of the potential qualification difficulties present in the guidance for formal 
methods tools. 
6.1 Scope and Purpose 
The purpose of this activity is to review the tool qualification objectives within DO-330 to identify 
aspects of them that might be difficult to satisfy for formal methods tools. When a difficulty is identified, 
potential mitigation strategies are identified. In addition to identifying issues, it also recommends 
practices that the authors feel would be helpful for formal methods tool users who are new to the DO-
178C certification and DO-330 qualification processes. 
As explained in Section 3.3, the rigor of qualification is determined by the tool’s impact on the overall 
software development process. The impact of the tool drives the selection of the tool’s criterion, as 
illustrated in DO-178C Section 12.2.2. Table 2 from Section 3.3.1 provides definitions for the three 
potential tool criteria. 
It is anticipated that formal methods tools will be used in a verification capacity; that is, they will not be 
used to generate airborne software. As such, they are likely to be identified as Criterion 2 or 3 tools. 
With this information, one can use DO-178C Table 12-1 (reproduced in section 3.3.1, Table 3) to identify 
the potential tool qualification levels, often referred to simply by the acronym TQL. From inspection, 
one can see that TQL-4 and TQL-5 qualifications will be required for formal methods based verification 
tools.  
This activity performs a review of all objectives necessary for a TQL-4 and TQL-5 qualification effort. This 
is the highest level of rigor expected of formal methods tools. The relevant objectives are identified in 
Table 4, of Section 3.3.2. 
6.2 Key Findings 
One major and several minor issues were discovered as part of this activity. These issues are 
summarized in Table 5, complete with page numbers to find the discussion regarding the issue in the 
Mitigation Strategies document. 
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Issue Description Severity 
TQL-4 qualifications require artifacts from the tool developer (pg. 5) Major 
Interactive tool features may needlessly complicate qualification (pg. 7) Minor 
Termination of analysis may not be guaranteed (pg. 7) Minor 
Establishing well-formed input through testing (pg. 8) Minor 
Verification of tool testing results manually may be impractical/untrustworthy 
when outputs are voluminous (pg. 13) Minor 
Table 5 - Issues Identified in the Mitigation Strategies Task 
Discussion of the minor issues is provided within the Mitigation Strategies document. The major issue, 
which relates to the ability to perform TQL-4 qualifications for tools without developer support, is 
addressed below.  
A TQL-4 qualification requires the tool developer to provide documentation regarding the tool 
development process. While this issue is not specific to formal methods tools, it is potentially a looming 
factor for many formal methods tools, especially those arising from the research community. If the tool 
developer has not produced the requisite artifacts, it may not be possible to pursue a TQL-4 qualification 
at all. 
If the tool development artifacts required by TQL-4 cannot be provided or somehow produced 
retroactively, there is really only one strategy to mitigate this issue. The tool user must reduce the 
number of certification objectives claimed by the tool, such that it avoids classification as a Criterion 2 
tool, and the tool can be qualified per TQL-5.  
Lastly, we identify one open question. DO-330 Objective T-2.3 requires the applicant to identify and 
develop the tool’s architecture. This includes identifying relevant features, protection mechanisms, and 
external libraries used, among other things. When a tool, such as an SMT solver, is used as a library 
within a formal methods tool to perform a most of the reasoning (it is estimated that an SMT solver 
performs 75% of the reasoning in Kind 2) is simply documenting the use of such a library adequate? 
Should there be additional verification associated with the library itself?  
Discussions with certification experts indicated that testing the tool in its operational environment is 
satisfactory for establishing that the tool, and its internal components, are suitable for meeting the 
tool’s objectives. It is simply highlighted here so that the community may be aware of it since it appears 
to be a unique feature of many formal methods tools. 
6.3 Conclusions 
The conclusion drawn from this activity is that the tool qualification guidance in DO-330 anticipates the 
use and qualification of formal methods tools. There is one relatively major issue regarding the need for 
tool developer support for TQL-4 qualifications, but beyond that, there are no obstacles that would 
prevent one from successfully qualifying a formal methods tool. 
Several minor issues were also identified in this activity, but the Mitigation Strategies document explains 
each and identifies strategies for managing them. This activity and produced document can serve as a 
primer for those pursuing qualifications for formal methods tools. 
The full report is available as a companion document, entitled Mitigation Strategies.  
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7 Tool Qualification Plans and Estimates 
In 2013 the FAA recognized DO-178C, thereby updating the guidance on the software aspects of 
certification from the former document, DO-178B. The DO-178B standard was in place since its 
introduction in 1992. One of the goals of the committee that created DO-178C was to preserving the 
core aspects of DO-178B as much as possible while still incorporating guidance for new technologies.  As 
such, the DO-178C document is a relatively minor revision of DO-178B. Revisions to improve clarity and 
comprehension were made, but the style, organization, and content of the document were not 
significantly changed. The major change introduced by this revision was the introduction of the three 
technology supplements, DO-331, DO-332, and DO-333, and the introduction of a standalone document 
that provides guidance on tool qualification, DO-330. 
This new guidance presents the possibilities of using formal methods for certification credit, which 
previously was only mentioned in DO-178B as an “alternative method,” and so was viewed as risky. 
Despite this newly released guidance, there is still risk associated with the use of new technologies and 
tools. It was determined that a set of case studies that examined the usage and qualification of formal 
methods tools would be beneficial for the avionics community and help reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the use of formal methods tools for certification. The Formal Methods Case Studies for 
DO-333 produced case studies on how to use formal methods tools to satisfy certification objectives. 
This activity provides complementary case studies on how to qualify formal methods tools. Together 
these examples can serve as a guide to both tool users and certification experts in understanding, 
concretely, the details of using formal methods tools for certification and qualification. 
7.1 Scope and Purpose 
The purpose of this activity was to develop case study tool qualification plans for each class of formal 
methods tool. These plans identify the activities necessary to qualify a representative tool from each 
class of formal methods tool, at a TQL-5 level of rigor, and demonstrate how to satisfy each objective. 
The selected tools are: 
• Kind2, a model checker, 
• PVS, an interactive theorem prover, 
• Frama-C Value Analysis plug-in, an abstract interpretation tool 
These plans take the information learned as part of the Mitigation Strategies activity (see Section 6) and 
apply it to develop a concrete case study for each of the listed tools. In addition, each plan provides a 
labor estimate to help prospective tool users understand the level of effort required for qualification. In 
addition, they provide discussion and feedback to the reader on the more subtle, confusing aspects of 
qualification. 
Note to the reader: The Kind 2 qualification plan is not included in this report as a case study. Instead, a 
full qualification package for Kind 2 is provided and described in Section 8. In addition, the actual labor 
required to develop the full package is provided, rather than estimates. 
As established in Section 3.3, formal methods tools are anticipated to be qualified to TQL-4 or TQL-5. 
Section 3.3.2 identifies the objectives for both levels. As explained, qualifications are cumulative, that is, 
the activities of a TQL-4 qualification also contain the activities of a TQL-5 qualification. Further 
investigation reveals that the activities of a TQL-5 qualification are the responsibility of the tool user; 
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they require the applicant to identify the objectives the tool is addressing in the overall certification 
process, identify the tool’s features that are being relied upon, and develop test cases to demonstrate it 
performs adequately in the tool’s operational environment. The TQL-4 portions of a qualification effort 
focus on the activities of the tool developer. For these reasons, the decision was made to tailor these 
case studies as TQL-5 qualification plans.  
7.2 Key Findings 
The Kind 2 plan focuses on the qualification of Kind 2 to satisfy objectives from DO-178C Table A.4, 
which are verification objectives for the design artifacts. Kind 2 supports multiple Satisfiability Modulo 
Theory (SMT) solvers including CVC4, Yices, and Z3. The use of a specific solver induces different 
behaviors in Kind 2 itself. The provided qualification package focuses on the use of Z3. As a result, 
behaviors such as nonlinear arithmetic are allowed. Other solvers do not allow such constructs. The 
point is that the choice of solver significantly alters the behavior of the tool. From the perspective of 
qualification, Kind 2 can potentially be qualified as three different tools; each utilizing a different SMT 
solver. This very fact emphasizes the importance of identifying the tool’s operational context and which 
features are being relied upon to satisfy certification objectives.  
The PVS plan focuses on the qualification of the tool in its capacity to replay proofs. These proofs are 
used to satisfy objectives from DO-178C Table A.3, which contains verification objectives related to the 
high-level software requirements. PVS contains many functions and features; among those are the 
interactive capabilities for users to incrementally build proofs of theorems in their formal artifacts. 
However, from the certification perspective, it is irrelevant how the user developed a proof. Instead, the 
most relevant function of the tool is the ability to demonstrate that a proof is correct. As a result, the 
qualification approach for PVS focuses on the batch mode of operation. The thought is the user can 
develop their proof of correctness as part of the development process. This proof can then be replayed 
by the tool in batch operation to demonstrate satisfaction of certification objectives. The takeaway is 
that many functions of a tool, such as the generation of counterexamples or interactive proof 
development capabilities, may improve the user’s experience, but may not actually support the 
certification objectives the tool claims. It is in the best interest of the tool user pursuing qualification to 
identify capabilities of the tool that support the certification objectives and only qualify those 
capabilities. The remaining capabilities, however useful, only serve to increase the cost and complexity 
of the qualification effort. 
Finally, the plan for the Frama-C value analysis plug-in examines the ability of the tool to identify run-
time errors in source code, which support the satisfaction of objectives from DO-178C Table A.5. There 
are no unique aspects of formal methods at play in this case study. In fact, a process for satisfying the 
objectives of Table A.5 within the industry will likely include several source code analyzers including 
linting tools, style checkers, abstract interpreters, and perhaps even, model checkers such as CBMC [26]. 
7.3 Conclusions 
The outputs of this activity are three tool qualification plans that identify the qualification objectives and 
provide supporting information to satisfy those objectives, for a TQL-5 qualification of formal methods 
tools. A plan is provided a specific instance of each class of formal methods tool. A full qualification 
package, complete with tool operational requirements and test cases, is provided for the Kind 2 model 
checker, and further described in Section 8. For PVS and Frama-C, a theorem prover and abstract 
interpretation tool respectively, a tool qualification plan is provided. These plans identify all of the 
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necessary activities for qualification, and provide a subset of tool operational requirements and test 
cases, as examples for the reader. 
These plans demonstrate the straightforward nature of tool qualification and illustrate how the 
guidance in DO-330 applies to the qualification of formal methods tools. 
The full tool qualification plans are available as companion documents, entitled: 
• PVS Tool Qualification Plan and Estimates 
• Frama-C Value Analysis Qualification Plan and Estimates 




8 Qualification Package of Kind 2 
As mentioned in the previous section, a complete qualification package for Kind 2 was produced as part 
of this effort. This package expands on the tool qualification plan case studies by providing a full suite of 
tool operational requirements and test cases and procedures. The tool operational requirements 
identify which constructs of the Lustre [27] language are supported as part of the qualification, what 
input validations are expected to be performed, define performance requirements, and identifies the 
expected behaviors for checking properties within Lustre files.  
It also provides a comprehensive set of review procedures to help establish that the tool conforms to its 
stated input restrictions, and test procedures that exercise the tool and demonstrate that it meets its 
stated operational requirements. 
8.1 Scope and Purpose 
The purpose of this qualification package was to provide a complete case study, in contrast to the PVS 
and Frama-C Value Analysis tool qualification plans, containing a detailed set of tool operational 
requirements and test procedures. It is anticipated that this qualification package contains all of the 
necessary information such that it could be used within an avionics certification effort. Successfully 
using it would require the applicant to provide detailed information to support the tool qualification 
objectives from Table T-8, T-9, and T-10, which are specific to an organization’s configuration 
management, quality assurance, and certification practices respectively. 
This qualification of Kind 2 is limited in its scope. It does not consider all of the functionality in the tool’s 
current release, version 1.0.1. Instead, it selects a subset of behaviors allowed in the overall tool. The 
selected subset covers all of the behaviors necessary to use Kind 2 to satisfy the objectives outlined in 
the Formal Methods Case Studies for DO-333 work. A comprehensive list of supported features in the 
qualification package is: 
• Logical operations (and, or, xor, implication) 
• Arithmetic expressions (+, -, *, /, div, mod) 
o Addition, subtraction, and multiplication over reals and integers 
o Integer division (div) and modulus (mod) 
o Real valued division (/) 
• Relational operations (>, >=, <, <=) over arithmetic types 
• Equivalence (=, <>) over all types 
• If/Then/Else expressions 
• Temporal operators (arrow and pre) 
• Node Call expressions 
• Record literals, access, and non-destructive updates 
• Tuple literals, access, and non-destructive updates 
• Boolean types 
• Integer types 
• Integer subrange types 
• Real types 
• Record types 
• Tuple types 
• Named types 
• Input validation 
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o type correctness of all constructs 





o nonlinearity detection 
o identification of invalid constants 





o identification of invalid subrange types 
o identification of multiple assignments to node variables 
o identification of attempts to assign input variables 
• Identification of valid properties. 
o in the main node 
o in called nodes 
• Correct handling of assertions 
o in the main node 
o in called nodes 
 
8.2 Key Findings 
The qualification testing suite identified several issues in which Kind 2 did not fully meet its tool 
operational requirements. These issues were related to Kind 2’s ability to validate its inputs. The issues 
were: 
• Identification of non-constant expressions for constant declarations, 
• Identification of cyclic references among types and constants, 
• and identification of illegal subrange types 
The impact of each issue is discussed in detail within the Kind 2 qualification package. The first error has 
been addressed in a bug-fix by the Kind 2 developers. The remaining two errors are slated to be fixed 
but do not have serious consequences if they are encountered. The first error causes the analysis to 
hang so the user does not receive any results, much less erroneous results. The second error results in 
an unsatisfiable model and thus the tool outputs a warning to the user. 
There is a more general concept to be addressed here. Tools with errors may be used for certification 
credit, provided that issues are documented, their impact noted, and a justification or mitigation 
approach is identified. Of course, if a tool contains so many errors that it removes all confidence in it, 
then it is still not suitable for use on certification efforts. When a tool contains errors it is important for 
the impact of those errors to be understood, and for the applicant to be able to establish that the error 
does not impact the correctness of the tool’s analysis in the underlying certification. 
The Tool Assurance Study, described in Section 5, addresses the sources of errors in formal methods 
tools. All tools will have errors, including formal methods tools. However, this should not preclude their 
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use in certification contexts. Instead, it is important to know how a tool can behave incorrectly, and 
document that limitation. This finding reinforces the conclusions of the Tool Assurance Study; it is 
important for tool developers to follow good software engineering practices if they anticipate their tools 
to be used in a certification context. 
8.3 Conclusions 
This tool qualification package provides a complete case study for qualifying an open source model 
checker, Kind 2. It identifies all the activities necessary to qualify Kind 2 to claim certification credit for 
objectives from Table A.4. This includes a complete list of tool operational requirements and test cases 
to exercise the tool and demonstrate those requirements are met. It is anticipated that this qualification 
package could be used within certification efforts claiming similar objectives to those claimed in this 
case study. Further, this qualification package could be used as starting point to build qualification 
packages that consider more complex capabilities of Kind 2, or even JKind [28]. 
The full report is available as a companion document, entitled Kind 2 Qualification Package.  
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9 Development of a Proof-Emitting Version of Kind 2 
Kind 2 is a model checker for verifying safety properties of systems modeled using the Lustre language. 
Many reactive systems used in the design of safety-critical aerospace systems can be modeled using 
Lustre, or translated to Lustre from other languages. Like other model checkers, its success is due to the 
fact that this is an entirely automatic "push button" tool. One clear strength of model checkers, as 
opposed to proof assistants, is their ability to return precise error traces witnessing the violation of a 
given safety property. In addition to being invaluable to help identify and correct bugs, error traces also 
represent a checkable unsafety certificate. 
In contrast, most model checkers are currently unable to return any form of corroborating evidence 
when they declare a safety property to be satisfied by a system under analysis. We remedy this 
unsatisfactory situation in Kind 2 by offering a proof production mechanism which we briefly discuss in 
this section and whose details can be found in Proof-Emitting Kind 2 technical report provided as a 
companion document. 
9.1 Background 
Verification approaches for software tools most often rely on traditional verification approaches, which 
rely heavily on testing to demonstrate correctness. The problem with test-based approaches is that they 
do not provide a proof of correctness; they only demonstrate the absence of errors on the identified 
test cases.  
This section explores two alternative verification approaches based on formal methods. The first 
approach relies on the use of formal methods tools to verify other formal methods tool. These 
approaches attempt to prove the tool is correct for all possible inputs. The second approach focuses on 
verifying the tool’s results for a single execution. The tool itself emits an artifact which is then checked 
by a second tool, to be correct. Each approach is explained in the following sections. 
9.1.1 Verified Tools 
A natural approach to the qualification of verification tools consists in proving the program (here the 
model checker) correct once and for all. This is possible to a large extent for programs written in 
programming languages with (largely automated) verification toolsets such as ESC Java 2, Frama-C, VCC, 
F*, etc. Proving full functional correctness of a model checker, however, is currently a very challenging 
job because these tools are often rather complex and tend to evolve quickly with the ongoing advances 
in the field. When feasible, one great advantage of this approach is that the performance of the model 
checker is minimally impacted by the verification process. 
Another possibility is to prove the underlying algorithms of a model checker correct in a descriptive 
language of interactive proof assistants such as Coq or Isabelle, and obtain an executable program from 
these tools through a refinement process or code extraction mechanism. In the recent years, certified 
software of this category has gained interest (e.g., the C compiler CompCert, or the operating system 
micro-kernel seL4). 
While this approach may seem better at first, based on the fact that the tool is verified once and for all, 
it has a number of disadvantages. To start, the effort is normally enormous since there are no general 
frameworks for verifying modern model checkers. Moreover, any modifications to the originally verified 
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tool will require proofs to be re-established. In more extreme cases (e.g., an in-depth modification) one 
may have to invest the same amount of effort as for the original correctness proof. 
9.1.2 Verifying Tools 
An alternative is to instrument the model checker so that it is certifying, i.e. it accompanies its safety 
claims with a proof certificate, an artifact embodying a proof of the claim. This artifact is traditionally 
called a certificate. It can then be validated by a trusted proof certificate checker. The main advantage of 
this other approach is that it requires a much smaller human effort.  
A disadvantage is that every safety claim made by the model checker incurs the cost of generating and 
then checking the corresponding certificate. This is feasible in general only if such certificates are small 
and/or simple enough to be checkable by a target proof certificate checker in a reasonable amount of 
time (say, with at most an order of magnitude slowdown). 
This approach allows one to reduce the trusted core to only the proof certificate checker. This allows for 
a simpler tool verification strategy based on the results of checking the emitted certificates. Section 10 
addresses the use of such an approach within the qualification guidance provided by DO-178C and DO-
330. 
9.1.3 Previous Work on CVC4 
The SMT solver CVC4 is a solver for first order propositional logic modulo a set of background theories 
(like equality, integer arithmetic, arrays, etc.). It is one of the most successful such tools and has 
applications in software and hardware verification, constraint solving, program synthesis, model 
checking, etc. Recent advances have made CVC4 one of the only proof certificate producing solvers. A 
particularity of the certificates that CVC4 generates, compared to other solvers, is that they are fine 
grained. This means they are very detailed and checking them is only a matter of carefully following and 
replaying the steps in the certificate. This is in contrast to most approaches in the SMT community 
where the final checker has to perform substantial reasoning to reconstruct missing steps. 
The work that we've done in Kind 2 is inspired and relies heavily on the proof production capabilities of 
CVC4. Proofs in Kind 2 are composed of two main parts: 
• Certificates for safety properties of transition systems (which we refer to as the PC) 
• Proof certificates that provide evidence that two independent tools accepted the same Lustre 
input model and produced the same internal representation (which we refer to as the FEC). 
9.1.4 Production of the PC 
The first certificate summarizes the work of its different engines: bounded model checking (BMC), k-
induction, IC3, as well as additional invariant generation strategies. In practice in takes the form of a k-
inductive strengthening of the properties. 
This intermediate certificate is checked by an SMT solver, CVC4, from which we extract proofs to 
reconstruct safety arguments using the rules of k-induction. Proofs are produced in the language of 
LFSC. 
To make the whole process efficient and scale as much as possible, certificates are first minimized 
before being checked. An iterative process takes care of this phase by efficiently lowering the bound k 
and removing any superfluous information contained within the certificate. 
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9.1.5 Production of the FEC 
A translation certificate is generated in the form of observational equivalence between two internal 
representations generated by independently developed front ends. Their equivalence is recast as an in- 
variant property; checking that yields itself a second proof certificate from which a global notion of 
safety can be derived and incorporated in the LFSC proof. We improve on similar previous approaches 
by adopting a weaker, property-based notion of observational equivalence, which is enough for our 
purposes. In practice, we show that the front end of both Kind 2 and JKind agree on their translation (up 
to weak observational equivalence). 
This certificate is turned into LFSC proofs (of equivalence) and can be combined with the previous proofs 
to form a global safety argument. 
9.2 Scope and Purpose 
Checking emitted proofs certificates of a model checker is a method for increasing confidence in formal 
verification tools. The approach has limitations and they are described in this section. Despite these 
limitations, we still believe the approach provides greater assurance in the correctness of formal 
methods tools than traditional methods. 
The trusted core of our approach consists of: 
1. The LFSC checker (5300 lines of C++ code). 
2. The LFSC signatures comprising the overall proof system in LFSC (CVC4's sat.plf, smt.plf, 
th_base.plf, th_int.plf, th_real.plf and our own kind.plf, for k-induction and safety), for a total of 
444 lines of LFSC code. 
3. The assumption that Kind 2 and JKind do not have identical defects that could escape the 
observational equivalence check. 
We consider point 3 quite reasonable considering the differences between the two model checkers. 
A current but temporary limitation of our certificate generation process is that LFSC proofs may contain 
an unsound proof rule, trust_f, which derives any formula. This rule is used by the current version of 
CVC4 to fill in present gaps in its proof generation code. However, it will be progressively phased out as 
the instrumentation of CVC4 to produce full proofs is completed. 
To overcome this temporary breach, Kind 2 generates sub-goals for these holes in a separate LFSC proof 
file. The proof for these additional goals can be filled manually or by another tool. 
9.3 Key Findings 
We have confirmed experimentally the usefulness of minimizing certificates. The superiority of full 
simplification is confirmed by an analysis of the full results. It reduces the size of the invariants on 
average by 74% (removing on average 19 invariants per certificate) for 42% of the benchmarks. For one 
benchmark, it removes 236 invariants out of 243. The value of k is reduced in 11% of the benchmarks, by 
10 on average, the maximum being a reduction from 36 down to 2. 
Finally, we are able to generate and check the proof of invariance for around 80% of benchmarks that 
Kind 2 succeeds in verifying; we produce and check a complete proof including the front end for 60% of 
them. Most of the cases where we fail to generate the proof are due to CVC4’s current limitations in its 
proof producing capabilities. The biggest bottlenecks are the model checking of the equivalence 
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observer and the simplification of certificates. Despite that, the time cost of the full certification chain is 
overall within one order of magnitude of the cost of just proving the input property. We find the overall 
level of performance, which we think we could improve further, already rather good, especially 
considering that a lot of the benchmarks we used are non-trivial. 
9.4 Conclusions 
We have devised and implemented a dual technique for generating and checking proof certificates in 
the model checker Kind 2. Given a Lustre model and one or more invariance properties for it, Kind 2 
generates LFSC proofs for the properties it can verify. These proofs have two parts. The first attests that 
the model and the properties are encoded correctly in Kind 2’s internal representation format. It does 
that by proving the observational equivalence, with respect to the properties, between the internal 
system and another one produced from the same Lustre input by an independent, third-party tool. The 
second part attests that the encoded properties are invariants of the internal transition system encoding 
the Lustre model. Initial certificates are generated as (possibly combined) k-inductive invariants and 
simplified before being verified by the CVC4 SMT solver. The eventual proof certificates, in LFSC format, 
are assembled from the proofs generated by CVC4 after verifying these safety certificates. 
This approach increases the level of trust that one can place in a model checker like Kind 2. More 
importantly, because the trusted core of this procedure is mostly reduced to the sole LFSC checker, 
qualifying this checker (and its proof rules) is sufficient to qualify Kind 2 as a whole. In addition, this 
qualification is independent of Kind 2 itself as it only depends on the kinds of proofs that are produced. 
This means that, as long as Kind 2 produces the same kinds of proofs, qualification could be achieved for 
free regardless of future modifications or improvements in the tool. The qualification of the LFSC 
checker could even be reused to qualify other model checkers and tools at a greatly reduced cost as long 
they produce proofs in the same format. 




10 Qualification of Check-It 
This activity focuses on the development of a qualification package for a tool that checks the proof 
certificates emitted by Kind 2, described previously in Section 9, in lieu of qualifying the model checker 
itself. This approach utilizes a two tool configuration. The first tool, Kind 2, performs model checking on 
artifacts that represent the design artifact in the DO-178 process. Instead of pursuing the traditional 
qualification, as described in Section 8, the tool’s emitted proof certificates are then passed to a second 
tool which checks them. This second tool, named Check-It, is an instantiation of the Logical Framework 
with Side Conditions (LFSC) proof checking framework. Figure 4 illustrates the process. 
 
Figure 4 - The two tool configuration 
This activity developed a complete tool qualification package for the proof-checking tool Check-It. It 
examines the two-tool qualification approach and addresses its unique concerns. Similar to the 
traditional qualification package, this package provides a full set of tool operational requirements, and 
test cases to demonstrate the tool operates as intended in its operational environment. 
10.1 Scope and Purpose 
The purpose of this activity is to fully explore the concept of using a qualified proof checking tool to 
evaluate the output of an unqualified formal methods tool. 
This qualification approach considers the suitability of the proof-checking tool to check outputs 
produced by Kind 2. Check-It is actually an instantiation of the LFSC proof checking framework. LFSC 
provides a base proof language and infrastructure, but the rules that define the logic for certificates 
emitted by CVC4 and Kind2 are provided within signature files. The combination of the signature files 
and LFSC, as shown in Figure 5, define the architecture of Check-It. 
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Figure 5 - Architecture of the Check-It Tool 
The proof signature files define the logical rules that the Kind 2 is expected to emit. These rules include 
all of the potential rules that the underlying SMT solver, CVC4, is expected to emit. As such, it is possible 
to use Check-It to check the results of a proof-emitting SMT solver, but that consideration is out of scope 
for this effort.  
Additionally, Kind 2 emits two certificates. The first certificate, the Proof Certificate, or PC for short, 
captures the logical rules used to establish the proof of invariance. The second certificate, the Front-End 
Certificate, or FEC for short, captures a proof that suggests the internal translations performed within 
Kind 2 are accurate. These two certificates are unique to Kind 2 and Check-It. Check-It is designed to 
identify and check these two specific certificates for this effort. 
10.2 Key Findings 
Instrumenting Kind 2 to emit proof-certificates makes it a verifying model checker. This means that each 
time a transition system represented in Lustre satisfies a set of properties, the tool can emit an artifact 
that is theoretically human reviewable or checkable by a tool. Given the relative size of the typical proof 
certificate, it is unlikely that humans can adequately review a proof certificate. However, building a 
proof certificate checker is straightforward; checking proof certificates is a process similar to that of 
type-checking source code. The goal of this effort is to establish that qualifying a proof checking tool 
that examines the outputs of a model checker fits within the guidance provided by DO-178C and DO-
330. 
The benefits of adopting such an approach are numerous. First, a two tool approach provides a greater 
level of assurance than model checking alone. If a model checker has a software defect and produces an 
incorrect result, it is not guaranteed that the erroneous results will be discovered quickly, if at all. In a 
certification environment, this could lead to erroneous results masking the presence of software defects 
in airborne software. However, by checking the tool’s analysis results with a proof certificate checker 
the possibility of software defects escaping detection is reduced considerably. If the model checker 
produced an erroneous result then the certificate checker itself would have to also agree with that 
result. Given that both approaches have dissimilar technical foundations, this is unlikely. 
Another benefit of the approach is that a proof checking tool is simpler than a model checker. Check-It is 
approximately 6000 lines of code (5300 lines, with another 450 lines of code in the signature files). This 
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is intuitive; it simply parses the provided proof certificate and checks that the certificate is correct. Kind 
2 is approximately 50,000 lines of code. It is a parallelized model checker that performs inductive 
reasoning. It interacts with several instances of an SMT solver in real-time to establish the validity or 
invalidity of the property. Kind 2 also translates the input file, in the Lustre language, into a First Order 
Logic (FOL) representation, and performs various optimizations to ensure the analysis returns a result as 
quickly as possible. The qualification of the simpler tool should result in a smaller, more manageable 
qualification package as well. 
Lastly, a proof checking tool can be built to reason about proofs emitted from multiple tools. In this 
effort, only the proof certificates emitted by Kind 2 are checked. However, an organization could target 
the proof language supported by a proof certificate checker with multiple analysis tools, and then elect 
to only qualify the checker. In theory, one could use any model checker that emits proof certificates and 
verify its results with one qualified checker. However, the qualification package for the proof certificate 
checker would have to identify the model checker used and thoroughly examine the interactions 
between the tools, per DO-330 guidance. 
While the proof-checking approach provides additional value over a traditional, testing-based 
verification approach, it does not fit well within the qualification guidance provided by DO-330. 
Essentially the model checking tool is used to verify outputs of the DO-178C process and the proof 
checking tool is used to verify the outputs of the model checker. In fact, the only way to obtain benefit 
from a two-tool approach is to avoid qualifying Kind 2. Fortunately, the use of a qualified tool to check 
the results of a qualified tool is addressed in the guidance. 
DO-330 FAQ D.7, addresses the use of two tools, one qualified and one unqualified, to obtain 
certification credit. In fact, the authors of DO-330 anticipated this arrangement, specifically for the use 
of tools to check the output of a code generator, in lieu of qualifying the code generator itself. FAQ D.7 
provides some ground rules for pursuing this approach to ensure the integrity of the two tools results 
are not impacted. If a qualified tool is used to check the outputs of an unqualified tool the following 
questions must be considered: 
• What are the inputs and outputs of each tool? How can one be sure the unqualified tool is 
outputting a trustworthy artifact for the qualified tool to examine? 
• How do the qualified tool’s results relate to the verification objectives satisfied by the qualified 
tool? 
• How do the operating conditions of the qualified tool compare to the potential outputs of the 
unqualified tool? 
• Do the two tools avoid common causes of errors? 
• Are there protections in place to avoid adverse interactions between the tools? 
The first question is the most difficult to answer. When Kind 2 produces a proof certificate how does the 
user know the certificate relates to the original Lustre model being analyzed by Kind 2? Check-It does 
not accept the original Lustre model as input, thus it must trust Kind 2 emits the correct Proof Certificate 
(PC). The Front-End Certificate (FEC) provides support in that regard; it captures an argument that two 
tools independently arrived at the same FOL representation of the Lustre model. The FEC is produced by 
providing the same model to both Kind 2 and JKind [28], a Lustre model checker built in Java. If both 
tools agree on the FOL representation, then the FEC is built. Thus, in this qualification, if both the PC and 
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FEC are present, and found to be correct, it is claimed that the unqualified tool’s result is trustworthy. 
This finding is backed by certification experts consulted with during the effort. 
The remaining questions are addressed in detail within the Check-It qualification package document, in 
Sections 3.5.2 – 3.5.5. To summarize, there is nothing about this approach that causes concern. 
Successfully checking the PC validates the model checker’s analysis and checking the FEC provides an 
argument that the emitted PC corresponds to the original Lustre file. If Kind 2 produces incorrect, 
malformed, or missing certificates Check-It will highlight the error. The tools use dissimilar technical 
approaches, one performs model checking and the other proof checking, which is a suitable method for 
justifying avoidance of common causes of errors. Finally, the tools interact in series which prevents one 
tool from adversely interacting with the other. 
10.3 Conclusions 
Qualification of tools, especially those required to be qualified at TQL-5, is a relatively straightforward 
process and is demonstrated in Section 8 for Kind 2. It requires the user to identify how the tool is used 
in the software development processes, identify the DO-178C objectives the tool is used to satisfy, and 
identify the relevant functionality and features of the tool being relied upon.  
The process for using Check-It to verify and validate the results from Kind 2 is more complicated, due to 
more complicated tool architecture, as well as the concerns introduced by DO-330 FAQ D.7. Technically, 
a two tool approach presents a stronger case for trust than using Kind 2 alone, but the additional 
concerns about the preservation of trust across two tools also complicates the qualification. Pursuing 
this approach could be useful in scenarios where multiple tools target the existing language of a proof 
certificate checker. This would allow one to use multiple tools interchangeably and use Check-It, or 
some variant, to verify the results of whichever tool was used. For this to work in a production 
environment a standard proof certificate format should be developed and agreed upon within the 
community, such that all tools can target a common format.  
It is important to stress here that qualifying a model checker isn’t a difficult process. Adopting a two-tool 
approach will require additional work to demonstrate that the unqualified tool cannot insert errors that 
are undetectable by the qualified tool. Whether or not one decides to pursue a two-tool qualification 
approach will likely be determined by schedule and budget factors, not technical ones. From a technical 
perspective, this approach provides stronger evidence for the correctness of the model checker. 





This project thoroughly explores the trust issues associated with formal methods tools within the 
context of avionics certification. First, the Tool Assurance Study activity is focused on answering the 
general question of whether a formal methods tool can be trusted. It also provides a systematic 
mechanism, the trust proposition, for evaluating whether or not a tool and the results it produces are 
trustworthy. Finally, it highlights specific issues in trusting model checking, theorem proving, and 
abstract interpretation tools. The produced document provides a thorough and detailed analysis that 
helps prospective formal methods tool users successfully use formal methods tools. 
Remaining project efforts focused specifically on the interpretation of guidance provided by DO-178C 
and DO-330 for formal methods tools. The Mitigation Strategies task performed a thorough review of 
the qualification objectives anticipated for formal methods tools. The concepts presented are reinforced 
in the Tool Qualification Plan case studies that were also developed in the effort. These case studies 
explore the tool qualification activities for three representative formal methods tools; the model 
checker Kind 2, the theorem prover PVS, and the Frama-C Value Analysis plug-in based on abstract 
interpretation. These case studies are designed to identify and satisfy the objectives expected for a TQL-
5 qualification. Further, they provide discussion on points of particular interest for each tool. The Kind 2 
qualification case study is a full qualification package. It provides a full complement of Tool Operational 
Requirements and test cases to satisfy them. This package could be used, with some tailoring for the 
specific application, on avionics software development and certification efforts.  
The project also explored the use of alternative verification techniques for tools in a certification 
context. Traditional verification techniques for tools focuses on testing, review, and analysis to establish 
that a tool behaves correctly. Efforts to use formal methods to verify tools has been successful, but the 
downside is they often require significant investment and expertise to perform correctly. Yet another 
approach is to build a tool such that it emits an artifact that captures a proof of the validity of its results. 
Such tools are referred to as verifying, or self-verifying. On the project, Kind 2 was extended to emit a 
proof certificate that capture the logical deduction steps used to establish the proof of invariance of the 
properties contained within the Lustre model. This certificate can be checked by a second, independent 
proof certificate checker tool based on the Logical Framework with Side Conditions tool also referred to 
as LFSC. 
Finally, the project developed a qualification package for a tool that checks the proofs emitted by Kind 2. 
The concept focuses on qualifying a proof certificate checker, which is a smaller, simpler tool, in lieu of 
qualifying the model checker. This proof certificate checker, which is an instantiation of the LFSC tool, is 
named Check-It. Check-It will accept proof certificates emitted by Kind 2 and declare them to be valid, or 
invalid. Much like a human might review a tool’s output, Check-It reviews the output of Kind 2. This 
approach provides a stronger basis of trust in the model checker’s results; not only does the model 
checker reason about the provided properties, but Check-It effectively reviews its work. To escape into 
production, a software defect would have to go unnoticed by Kind 2 and Check-It. This provides a 
stronger basis for trust than using Kind 2 alone. 
11.1 Key Project Outcomes 
This effort not only produced useful artifacts for the formal methods community, but it also provided 
insight into the qualification process for formal methods tools which will be useful to developers, users, 
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tool developers, and certification experts. Combined with the prior work in Formal Methods Case 
Studies for DO-333, it provides a comprehensive set of case studies for using and qualifying formal 
method tools. 
This project reveals that qualification at TQL-5 is a straightforward task. The guidance does not require 
any activities that are difficult or impossible to successfully qualify a model checker. However, the 
guidance does suggest that tools from the research community may be difficult to qualify at TQL-4 due 
to the lack of required DO-330 artifacts, including tool requirements, test cases, tool design and 
architectural descriptions, among others. Formal methods tool developers who are aspiring to have 
their tools used in the avionics industry should be mindful of this.  
In addition, this work highlighted the need for good software engineering practices for formal methods 
tools used in certification. The relatively high complexity of internal translations, optimizations, and 
analysis algorithms increases the likelihood that defects will be identified. Bug tracking facilities will be 
absolutely essential for users to understand what a tool’s weaknesses are. Incorrect actions by the user 
can also impact the trustworthiness of analysis results. Given this, it is important for tool developers to 
provide adequate training and documentation for potential users. 
Lastly, the project developed a proof-emitting model checker, Kind 2, and explored the impact of this 
technique on tool qualification. It identified a method for using a proof checking tool, named Check-It, 
to check the results emitted by Kind 2. A qualification package was developed for this approach and 
reviewed by certification experts. 
11.2 Future Work 
Guidance on the use of formal methods tools in avionics software certifications was released in 2011 
and accepted by the FAA in 2013. While this guidance provided a foundation of principles for using 
formal methods tools in software certifications, it did not provide guidance on qualification specific to 
formal methods tools. This project applies the guidance in DO-330 to formal methods tools and 
addresses this gap. However, there are other issues that remain unaddressed. 
First, it is not clear how a tool’s analysis scalability will impact the ability to use formal methods for 
certification. More to the point, if a user can only prove 70% of their formal specifications using formal 
methods and the remaining portion must be verified using traditional means, is there still benefit? At 
what point does the cost of carrying two certification strategies outweigh the benefits? Future efforts 
could focus on answering this question.  
Second, the overall cost impact of pursuing a formal methods certification is unknown. If a project 
decides to pursue a formal methods based certification, what artifacts need to be produced, and what is 
the anticipated cost of producing them. For example, if Kind 2 is used to verify that a design satisfies its 
high-level requirements, what is the cost of producing the formalized version of the high-level 
requirements? There is evidence that the use of formal methods can decrease overall development and 
verification costs through the early detection and elimination of defects [29]. However, a more 
comprehensive study in an actual aircraft certification context would be useful in addressing the 
perceived risks.  
The information produced in this effort, and the Formal Methods Case Studies effort, produced concrete 
case studies that will serve the community well. However, the guidance is relatively new, and more work 
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needs to be done. For example, during the course of this effort, three certification experts were exposed 
to the qualification packages developed. For two of them, it had been their first exposure to formal 
methods in a certification setting. While these case studies are useful, a more general awareness 
campaign, in the form of workshops, etc., could be useful for preparing certification experts to evaluate 
formal methods based certifications. 
Finally, we identify one open question on which to focus future research efforts. Currently, the guidance 
on using and qualifying formal methods tools is dependent on establishing proofs of correctness. 
However, there are other techniques that do not provide a proof of correctness but still go above and 
beyond the capabilities of traditional verification methods. One such example is the use of bounded 
model checking tools. These tools exhaustively search a given model for a violation of a specification up 
to a user specified depth. Basically, one can check that a given property is true for the first N steps of a 
model’s execution. More work needs to be done to understand how this can be utilized in a certification 
setting. The technique is more rigorous than traditional testing for short test vectors, but may not scale 
up well to produce longer ones. This is an important issue to address because bounded model checking 
may still be utilized when it is not possible to prove properties of interest. Ultimately it may be viewed 
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